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WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS

Bringing Light into your Workplace: Using Choice Theory to Get Along and Get Results – Dave Betz
Choice Theory is a framework of human behavior that empowers individuals and improves relationships. We all have basic needs that drive us; we have the power and responsibility to control ourselves and make effective choices; we have limited ability to control others and attempting to do so can be damaging to our relationships. This workshop helps you understand how to apply these concepts to improve your organizational culture and to get along better with the important people in your life while achieving business results.

Light the Fire – Louie & Nancy Grams
Our culture creates massive challenges for Christians as they seek to live out their faith in the marketplace. God has an even bigger solution for us in the gift of the Holy Spirit. Learn how to use this power and spread it to others.

Rekindle the Fire – Rich Preuss & Gail Cardwell
You were baptized in the Spirit years ago. Since then many life decisions were made and lived out such as marriage, family, and occupation. You are a different person now than when you came to the Lord. The old passions and enthusiasms have waned. New challenges and opportunities are now in front of you. What does life look like as you age? How does that raging new fire of the Holy Spirit turn to mature hot embers?

Planting & Nurturing Successful Small Groups: Steve & Vanessa Smith
Hear case studies and testimonials on strategies that have led to successful initiation of new small groups. Discuss obstacles and opportunities from both men’s and women’s perspectives.

Story Telling - Steve Becker & Beth Preuss
This workshop is designed to release the inner story-teller in us all. God’s work, from the beginning of time is a story. He works in and through you and your stories. We need our stories to Shine Bright and Light the Darkness! Learn how to identify and craft your stories simply and easily.